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VANTED Tutorial
Visualization and Analysis of Networks containing Experimental Data

HTTP://VANTED.IPK-GATERSLEBEN.DE

1. Installation and Startup

Fig. 1: Go to http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de, click “Installation” and then “Download 

VANTED”.

Fig. 2: Click the “Download Now!” button.

Once installed and started, a number of dialogs are shown, which need to be confirmed (to 

enable KEGG based functionality for academic users) or unconfirmed (commercial users). After 

the first start, a download dialog will be shown and three download buttons  enable access to a 

number of synonym/annotation-databases. The dialog may be opened at a later time with the 

menu command “Help/Database Status”.

http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de
http://vanted.ipk-gatersleben.de


Fig. 3: Click the three “Download/Update” buttons and then “OK”.

2. Basic Network Editing

Pathways or other kinds of biological networks may be loaded from files and edited, or may be 

created from scratch using graph editor functions, available at the left toolbar-buttons. 

 This button activates the Node/Edge-Creation modus. Click onto the window 

background to create a node, click a node and then another node to create an edge. While 

creating edges you may click onto the background of the window to create edge bends.

This button activates the Node-Movement modus. It is then possible to select nodes and/

or edges (click element or click onto the window background and hold the mouse button 

while selecting elements). After selecting an edge, click again and hold the mouse to 

create edge bends. Double click nodes or edges to add labels. Color, shape, label fonts and many 

more attributes may be modified using the side panel “Network”.



Network files may be loaded using drag & drop from the file manager or by using “File/Open”. 

Supported formats are GML, GraphML, Pajek .NET, DOT, KGML, SBML, and more. The 

default file format is GML, also GraphML retains all characteristics of the graph view. When 

using other formats, information about visual properties (such as color and size of elements) and 

other attributes may not be stored.

Fig. 4: Main window, showing Node-Movement and Node/Edge-Creation (active) tool buttons 

at the left, graph window in the middle, and Node-Edit side panel for editing characteristics of 

selected elements at the right.

3. Loading of Experiment Data

Use the side panel “Experiments” to create a VANTED template file, 

which may be filled and loaded into the system (Fig. 5). Click “Create 

Input File” and then use the “Save Template” button to create a 

VANTED template file, which may be filled with experiment data (Fig. 6). 

Fig. 5 



Fig. 6: Experiment data template file, consisting of three sections: top: experiment header, 

with basic information about the experiment, middle: conditions/genotypes, 

bottom: measurement data

As an alternative, you may use a “unstructured” data file, where the first column contains the 

substance identifiers and subsequent columns contain measurement data for different 

conditions/genotypes, replicates or time points. Upon loading a data file using the “Load 

Dataset” Button, VANTED will ask for missing information about the experiment and about data 

columns (only for unstructured data files).

4. Data Mapping

Once a data set is loaded, a tab panel is shown (Fig. 7). In case 

no network file is open the button on the top “Show data in new 

window” displays the data of all measured substances. For each 

substance a graph node is created. Data is shown as a line- or 

bar-chart, or using color-coding, depending on the number of 

conditions and time points. If a target network is opened, the 

top button text reads “Perform data mapping”. Once clicked, a 

dialog window is shown (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7



Fig. 8: Properties of the “Perform data mapping” button command.

Experiment data is integrated into a network element (node or edge) in case the particular label 

of the graph element is equal to a substance name of the experiment data set. Additionally, 

synonyms, extracted from a number of databases, may be considered during the data mapping. 

For example, by default compound and enzyme synonyms are considered. To map data onto 

edges, edges need to be labeled, or the measured substance name needs to be specified as 

“A^B”, which means, the data should be mapped onto all edges connecting two nodes labeled as 

“A” and “B”.

5. Data Visualization

During data mapping, an initial charting-style is set. You may choose another kind of data 

visualization by selecting nodes, which contain data, and by using the side panel “Network” and 

then “Node”. Certain characteristics, which should be the same for all data nodes (e.g. colors for 

different conditions) can be edited in the “Network/Graph” tab. 

Using the menu command “Elements/Evaluate Properties” mapped data and other properties of 

the graph elements are analyzed and the results are stored as additional attributes of the graph 



elements. Subsequently, this information may be used, e.g. for search operations (“Edit/

Search...”) or for modifying graph element colors or sizes (e.g. edge width), by using the 

commands “Elements/Set Color dep. on Attribute Value” and “Elements/Set Visual Properties 

dep. on Attribute Value”.

6. Statistical Analysis

The side panel “Tools/Statistics” contains a number of functions to compare samples of 

different conditions and to correlate experiment data of different substances.

7. Developer Information - Systems Architecture

VANTED is based on the extensible graph editor toolkit GRAVISTO, developed at the 

University of Passau (http://gravisto.fim.uni-passau.de/). VANTED is open source (GPL), 

implemented in Java and uses a number of external libraries such as JFreeChart for displaying 

diagrams. More details are available from the “Help/About VANTED” menu.

Fig. 9: VANTED system architecture, consisting of three levels, “Core”, “Editor” and “Plugins”.

Development of the system is done using the Eclipse development environment. The complete 

source code may be downloaded from SourceForge (http://sourceforge.net/projects/vanted/).

Functions of the “Core” layer are independent of the “Editor” and “Plugins” layers. The 

“Editor” layer uses functions from the “Core” but not from the “Plugins” layer. The three layers 

of VANTED (see Fig. 9) correspond to three Eclipse projects, which effectively separates the 

code bases as needed. The whole system is built around the idea of using Plugins and Managers, 



therefore aspects such as menu commands, toolbars, side panels, graph attributes, visualization 

components in the graph view, file filters and much more may be easily extended, exchanged or 

removed from the system as needed.

8. Developer Information - Development of Add-ons

The code available from SourceForge contains a “Add-on-Example” project which shows how to 

develop the following types of system extensions: 

File name Kind of extension

ExemplaryAddon.java
this file specifies the features (see below) of the 

system extension

AddonTab.java a side panel

DoNothingAlgorithm.java a menu command which works on the active graph

MyCircleLayout.java
a graph layout algorithm, shown in the side panel 

“Layout”

MyFirstView.java a custom graph view

OpenViewAlgorithm.java
a menu command which opens an additional certain 

kind of view for the current graph

RightClickContextMenuAlgorithm.java
an algorithm which provides right-click context 

menu items for the graph view

Using the supplied Ant-script “createAdd-on.xml”, a JAR file is created, which may be installed 

on the users machines (using drag & drop or using the button”Install / Configure Add-ons” in 

the “Help/Settings” side panel). During development VANTED may be started with the current 

add-on code base using the main-method contained in the file “StartVantedWithAddon.java”.
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